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Motivation

Extract factors that affect the transfer performance based on domain knowledge, and study their 

importance (explanation); 

Predict transfer performance by using data-driven model (prediction); 

Model based performance optimization (optimization, future work).

Armed with a large collection of Globus transfer records, and experiments performed in the 
ESnet testbed environment, we want to:



Outline

Background & Motivation; 

Which factors are affecting the transfer performance? 

Deriving features from log to explain transfer performance.   

Make prediction by using derived features. 

Conclusion and future work.



What affect transfer performance?

1) Tunable transfer parameters, e.g., concurrency, parallelism and pipeline; 

2) Transfer file characteristic, e.g., file size; 

3) Contentions from other simultaneous Globus transfers (known to us) and, 

4) Contentions from other programs (unknown to us), e.g., sharing PFS with SC, network.

For a given endpoint pair:

4 kinds (3 known and 1 unknown):



Tunable parameters:
What affect transfer performance?



File characteristics:
What affect transfer performance?

File characteristics versus 
transfer performance.  

Large transfers with big 
average file size are more 
l i k e l y t o h a v e b e t t e r 
performance.



What affect transfer performance?

Tunable transfer parameter, e.g., concurrency, parallelism and pipeline; 

Transfer file characteristic, e.g., file size; 

Contentions from other Globus transfers (known to us).

Contentions from non-globus programs (unknown to us), e.g., sharing storage, network.



Transfer over ESnet testbed 
(less likely to have non-globus load on endpoints)

Transfer over production DTN 
(more likely to have non-globus load on endpoints)

Contention from other non-globus program:
What affect transfer performance?



Contention from simultaneous globus transfers (I/O, NIC, CPU & RAM):
What affect transfer performance?
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Contention from simultaneous globus transfers (I/O, NIC, CPU & RAM):
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Figure 7: Load experienced by a Globus transfer k , from end-
point srck to endpoint dstk with rate Rk , from other simul-
taneous Globus transfers: (a) GridFTP instances at source
and destination (Gsrc , Gdst ); (b) outgoing and incoming TCP
streams at source and destination (Ssout , Ssin, Sdout , Sdin), and
(c) contending outgoing and incoming tra�c rates at source
and destination (K sout , K sin, Kdout , Kdin).

4.3.1 Accounting for competing Globus transfers. �e perfor-
mance of a Globus transfer may be degraded by competing load
from other simultaneous Globus transfers that engage the same
source and/or destination endpoint. A simple approach would be
to use the rate of the competing transfers to quantify their impact
on a given transfer. But the rate alone does not su�ciently capture
the impact. For example, consider two transfers k1 and k2 with the
same characteristics and the same source and destination. Assume
that these two transfers happen at di�erent time periods when
the external load conditions are di�erent. Say the aggregate rate
of the competing transfers for both k1 and k2 is the same but the
aggregate TCP connections of the competing transfer for k1 are
di�erent from those of k2. �e impact of the competing transfers
for k1 is likely di�erent from the impact of the competing transfers
for k2. We need to consider the number of TCP connections for the
competing transfers as well.

As mentioned in §4.1, the total number of TCP connections for
a transfer is the product of its concurrency (C) and parallelism
(P). �us a transfer with C=4, P=4 has the same number of TCP
connections as one with C=16, P=1. However, the former has only 4
GridFTP server processes as opposed to 16 GridFTP server processes
in the la�er and thus likely has less impact than the la�er one.

Based on this argument, we classify the load from such com-
peting Globus transfers in terms of their equivalent (1) contend-
ing transfer rate, (2) GridFTP instance count, and (3) parallel TCP
streams, �ese quantities are aggregates: in each case we sum over
all competing transfers. We refer to equivalent loads in each case
because, as we will see, we scale the load due to a competing trans-
fer by the fraction of the time that it overlaps with the transfer with
which it competes.

�e Globus contending transfer rate for a transfer k at its
source (srck ) and destination (dstk ) endpoints (demonstrated in
Figure 7) is as follows:

K

x 2{sout,sin,dout,din}(k) =
X
i 2Ax

O(i,k)
Tek � Tsk

Ri , (2)

where Ax is the set of transfers (excluding k) with srck as source,
when x = sout; srck as destination, when x = sin; dstk as source,
when x = dout; and dstk as destination when x = din; and O(i,k)

is the overlap time for the two transfers:

O(i,k) = max (0, min(Tei , Tek ) �max(Tsi , Tsk )) .
�e GridFTP instance count on transfer k’s source and des-

tination endpoints (Gsrc andGdst , respectively) due to competing
transfers is represented as follows:

G

x 2{src,dst }(k) =
X
i 2Ax

O(i,k)
Tek � Tsk

min(Ci , Fi ),

where Ci is the user-speci�ed concurrency and Fi is the number of
�les transferred in the ith competing transfer, both from the Globus
log, and the set Ax contains all transfers except k that have srck
as their source or destination. �e min(Ci , Fi ) is because a transfer
with Fi < Ci can use only Fi GridFTP instances.

�e number of simultaneous parallel TCP streams, S(k), of the
competing transfers in each data �ow direction is:

S

x 2{sout,sin,dout,din}(k) =
X
i 2Ax

O(i,k)
Tek � Tsk

min(Ci , Fi )Pi ,

where Pi is the user-speci�ed parallelism of transfer i . �e sets Ax
are as in Equation 2.

4.3.2 Accounting for other competing load. A transfer may also
encounter competition from non-Globus activities, such as �le
transfers performed with other tools and storage activities per-
formed by other tasks. �e Globus log does not currently provide
any information that we could use to quantify this other competing
load. Figure 8 plots transfer rate versus relative external Globus
load measure for each transfer between four source-destination
pairs in the ESnet testbed on which there is no non-Globus external
load. We see a good relationship between external Globus load and
achieved transfer rate as opposed to Figure 3 in which the endpoint-
pairs’ storage is shared by other services such as supercomputers
that may apply considerable unknown load. We note there are still
anomalies and we a�ribute that to the fact that the relative external
load here uses only the rate of competing Globus transfers and does
not account for the impact of parallel TCP connections and GridFTP
instances. �us, we address the limitation of missing information
on non-Globus load by considering in our analyses only transfers
that achieve a high fraction of peak, under the hypothesis that these
transfers are unlikely to have su�ered from much other competing
load. Speci�cally, for each source-destination pair or edge, E, we
�rst determine the highest transfer rate achieved between the two
endpoints, Rmax (E), and then remove from our dataset transfers
that have a rate less than T .Rmax (E), where T is a load threshold,
set to 0.5 except where otherwise speci�ed.

�is approach is not ideal. It may also remove transfers that
perform badly because of, for example, transfer characteristics (e.g.,
small �les). However, we show in §5.5 that the accuracy of our
models improves with load threshold. We plan to extend Globus to
record information about competing activities (e.g., endpoint load)
and to use SNMP data to evaluate WAN conditions.

5 REGRESSION ANALYSIS
We use regression analysis to understand and explain the relation-
ship between the transfer rate and the independent variables (15
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Figure 7: Load experienced by a Globus transfer k , from end-
point srck to endpoint dstk with rate Rk , from other simul-
taneous Globus transfers: (a) GridFTP instances at source
and destination (Gsrc , Gdst ); (b) outgoing and incoming TCP
streams at source and destination (Ssout , Ssin, Sdout , Sdin), and
(c) contending outgoing and incoming tra�c rates at source
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4.3.1 Accounting for competing Globus transfers. �e perfor-
mance of a Globus transfer may be degraded by competing load
from other simultaneous Globus transfers that engage the same
source and/or destination endpoint. A simple approach would be
to use the rate of the competing transfers to quantify their impact
on a given transfer. But the rate alone does not su�ciently capture
the impact. For example, consider two transfers k1 and k2 with the
same characteristics and the same source and destination. Assume
that these two transfers happen at di�erent time periods when
the external load conditions are di�erent. Say the aggregate rate
of the competing transfers for both k1 and k2 is the same but the
aggregate TCP connections of the competing transfer for k1 are
di�erent from those of k2. �e impact of the competing transfers
for k1 is likely di�erent from the impact of the competing transfers
for k2. We need to consider the number of TCP connections for the
competing transfers as well.

As mentioned in §4.1, the total number of TCP connections for
a transfer is the product of its concurrency (C) and parallelism
(P). �us a transfer with C=4, P=4 has the same number of TCP
connections as one with C=16, P=1. However, the former has only 4
GridFTP server processes as opposed to 16 GridFTP server processes
in the la�er and thus likely has less impact than the la�er one.

Based on this argument, we classify the load from such com-
peting Globus transfers in terms of their equivalent (1) contend-
ing transfer rate, (2) GridFTP instance count, and (3) parallel TCP
streams, �ese quantities are aggregates: in each case we sum over
all competing transfers. We refer to equivalent loads in each case
because, as we will see, we scale the load due to a competing trans-
fer by the fraction of the time that it overlaps with the transfer with
which it competes.

�e Globus contending transfer rate for a transfer k at its
source (srck ) and destination (dstk ) endpoints (demonstrated in
Figure 7) is as follows:
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Tek � Tsk
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where Ax is the set of transfers (excluding k) with srck as source,
when x = sout; srck as destination, when x = sin; dstk as source,
when x = dout; and dstk as destination when x = din; and O(i,k)

is the overlap time for the two transfers:

O(i,k) = max (0, min(Tei , Tek ) �max(Tsi , Tsk )) .
�e GridFTP instance count on transfer k’s source and des-

tination endpoints (Gsrc andGdst , respectively) due to competing
transfers is represented as follows:
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x 2{src,dst }(k) =
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where Ci is the user-speci�ed concurrency and Fi is the number of
�les transferred in the ith competing transfer, both from the Globus
log, and the set Ax contains all transfers except k that have srck
as their source or destination. �e min(Ci , Fi ) is because a transfer
with Fi < Ci can use only Fi GridFTP instances.

�e number of simultaneous parallel TCP streams, S(k), of the
competing transfers in each data �ow direction is:
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where Pi is the user-speci�ed parallelism of transfer i . �e sets Ax
are as in Equation 2.

4.3.2 Accounting for other competing load. A transfer may also
encounter competition from non-Globus activities, such as �le
transfers performed with other tools and storage activities per-
formed by other tasks. �e Globus log does not currently provide
any information that we could use to quantify this other competing
load. Figure 8 plots transfer rate versus relative external Globus
load measure for each transfer between four source-destination
pairs in the ESnet testbed on which there is no non-Globus external
load. We see a good relationship between external Globus load and
achieved transfer rate as opposed to Figure 3 in which the endpoint-
pairs’ storage is shared by other services such as supercomputers
that may apply considerable unknown load. We note there are still
anomalies and we a�ribute that to the fact that the relative external
load here uses only the rate of competing Globus transfers and does
not account for the impact of parallel TCP connections and GridFTP
instances. �us, we address the limitation of missing information
on non-Globus load by considering in our analyses only transfers
that achieve a high fraction of peak, under the hypothesis that these
transfers are unlikely to have su�ered from much other competing
load. Speci�cally, for each source-destination pair or edge, E, we
�rst determine the highest transfer rate achieved between the two
endpoints, Rmax (E), and then remove from our dataset transfers
that have a rate less than T .Rmax (E), where T is a load threshold,
set to 0.5 except where otherwise speci�ed.

�is approach is not ideal. It may also remove transfers that
perform badly because of, for example, transfer characteristics (e.g.,
small �les). However, we show in §5.5 that the accuracy of our
models improves with load threshold. We plan to extend Globus to
record information about competing activities (e.g., endpoint load)
and to use SNMP data to evaluate WAN conditions.

5 REGRESSION ANALYSIS
We use regression analysis to understand and explain the relation-
ship between the transfer rate and the independent variables (15
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Table 2: Notation used in this article. We use the lower 15
terms as features in our models.

srck Source endpoint of transfer k .
dstk Destination endpoint of transfer k .
Tsk Start time of transfer k .
Tek End time of transfer k .
Rk Average transfer rate of transfer k .
Nf l t Number of faults an transfer experienced.
K

sin Contending incoming transfer rate on srck .
K

sout Contending outgoing transfer rate on srck .
K

din Contending incoming transfer rate on dstk .
K

dout Contending outgoing transfer rate on dstk .
C Concurrency: Number of GridFTP processes.
P Parallelism: Number of TCP channels per process.
S

sin Number of incoming TCP streams on srck .
S

sout Number of outgoing TCP streams on srck .
S

din Number of incoming TCP streams on dstk .
S

dout Number of outgoing TCP streams on dstk .
G

src GridFTP instance count on srck .
G

dst GridFTP instance count on dstk .
Nf Number of �les transferred.
Nd Number of directories transferred.
Nb Total number of bytes transferred.

4.3.1 Accounting for competing Globus transfers. �e perfor-
mance of a Globus transfer may be degraded by competing load
from other simultaneous Globus transfers that engage the same
source and/or destination endpoint. A simple approach would be
to use the rate of the competing transfers to quantify their impact
on a given transfer. But the rate alone does not su�ciently capture
the impact. For example, consider two transfers k1 and k2 with
the same characteristics and the same source and destination. As-
sume these two transfers happen at di�erent time periods when
the external load conditions are di�erent. Say the aggregate rate
of the competing transfers for both k1 and k2 is the same but the
aggregate TCP connections of the competing transfer for k1 are
di�erent from those of k2. �e impact of the competing transfers
for k1 is likely di�erent than the impact of the competing transfers
for k2. We need to consider the number of TCP connections for the
competing transfers as well.

As mentioned in §4.1, the total number of TCP connections for
a transfer is the product of its Concurrency (C) and Parallelism
(P). �us a transfer with C=4, P=4 has the same number of TCP
connections as one with C=16, P=1. However, the former has only 4
GridFTP server processes as opposed to 16 GridFTP server processes
in the la�er, and thus likely has a lesser impact than the la�er.

Based on this argument, we classify the load from such com-
peting Globus transfers in terms of their equivalent (1) contend-
ing transfer rate, (2) GridFTP instance count, and (3) parallel TCP
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Figure 7: Load experienced by a Globus transfer k , from end-
point srck to endpoint dstk with rate Rk , from other simul-
taneous Globus transfers: (a) GridFTP instances at source
and destination (Gsrc , Gdst ); (b) outgoing and incoming TCP
streams at source and destination (Ssout , Ssin, Sdout , Sdin,), and
(c) contending outgoing and incoming tra�c rates at source
and destination (K sout , K sin, Kdout , Kdin).

streams, �ese quantities are aggregates: in each case we sum over
all competing transfers. We refer to equivalent loads in each case
because, as we will see, we scale the load due to a competing trans-
fer by the fraction of the time that it overlaps with the transfer with
which it competes.

�e Globus contending transfer rate for a transfer k at its
source (srck ) and destination (dstk ) endpoints (demonstrated in
Figure 7) is as follows:

K

x 2{sout,sin,dout,din}(k) =
X
i 2Ax

O(i,k)
Tek � Tsk

Ri , (2)

where Ax is the set of transfers (excluding k) with srck as source,
when x = sout; srck as destination, when x = sin; dstk as source,
when x = dout; and dstk as destination when x = din; and O(i,k)
is the overlap time for the two transfers:

O(i,k) = max (0, min(Tei , Tek ) �max(Tsi , Tsk )) .
�e GridFTP instance count on transfer k’s source and des-

tination endpoints (Gsrc andGdst , respectively) due to competing
transfers is represented as follows:

G

x 2{src,dst }(k) =
X
i 2Ax

O(i,k)
Tek � Tsk

min(Ci , Fi ),

where Ci is the user-speci�ed concurrency and Fi the number of
�les transferred in the ith competing transfer, both from the Globus
log, and the set Ax contains all transfers except k that have srck
as their source or destination. �e min(Ci , Fi ) is because a transfer
with Fi < Ci can only use Fi GridFTP instances.

�e number of simultaneous parallel TCP streams, S(k), of the
competing transfers in each data �ow direction is:

S

x 2{sout,sin,dout,din}(k) =
X
i 2Ax

O(i,k)
Tek � Tsk

min(Ci , Fi )Pi ,

where Pi is the user-speci�ed parallelism of transfer i . �e sets Ax
are as in Equation 2.

4.3.2 Accounting for other competing load. A transfer may also
encounter competition from non-Globus activities, such as �le
transfers performed with other tools and storage activities per-
formed by other tasks. �e Globus log does not currently provide
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4.3.1 Accounting for competing Globus transfers. �e perfor-
mance of a Globus transfer may be degraded by competing load
from other simultaneous Globus transfers that engage the same
source and/or destination endpoint. A simple approach would be
to use the rate of the competing transfers to quantify their impact
on a given transfer. But the rate alone does not su�ciently capture
the impact. For example, consider two transfers k1 and k2 with the
same characteristics and the same source and destination. Assume
that these two transfers happen at di�erent time periods when
the external load conditions are di�erent. Say the aggregate rate
of the competing transfers for both k1 and k2 is the same but the
aggregate TCP connections of the competing transfer for k1 are
di�erent from those of k2. �e impact of the competing transfers
for k1 is likely di�erent from the impact of the competing transfers
for k2. We need to consider the number of TCP connections for the
competing transfers as well.

As mentioned in §4.1, the total number of TCP connections for
a transfer is the product of its concurrency (C) and parallelism
(P). �us a transfer with C=4, P=4 has the same number of TCP
connections as one with C=16, P=1. However, the former has only 4
GridFTP server processes as opposed to 16 GridFTP server processes
in the la�er and thus likely has less impact than the la�er one.

Based on this argument, we classify the load from such com-
peting Globus transfers in terms of their equivalent (1) contend-
ing transfer rate, (2) GridFTP instance count, and (3) parallel TCP
streams, �ese quantities are aggregates: in each case we sum over
all competing transfers. We refer to equivalent loads in each case
because, as we will see, we scale the load due to a competing trans-
fer by the fraction of the time that it overlaps with the transfer with
which it competes.

�e Globus contending transfer rate for a transfer k at its
source (srck ) and destination (dstk ) endpoints (demonstrated in
Figure 7) is as follows:
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where Ax is the set of transfers (excluding k) with srck as source,
when x = sout; srck as destination, when x = sin; dstk as source,
when x = dout; and dstk as destination when x = din; and O(i,k)

is the overlap time for the two transfers:

O(i,k) = max (0, min(Tei , Tek ) �max(Tsi , Tsk )) .
�e GridFTP instance count on transfer k’s source and des-

tination endpoints (Gsrc andGdst , respectively) due to competing
transfers is represented as follows:
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x 2{src,dst }(k) =
X
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where Ci is the user-speci�ed concurrency and Fi is the number of
�les transferred in the ith competing transfer, both from the Globus
log, and the set Ax contains all transfers except k that have srck
as their source or destination. �e min(Ci , Fi ) is because a transfer
with Fi < Ci can use only Fi GridFTP instances.

�e number of simultaneous parallel TCP streams, S(k), of the
competing transfers in each data �ow direction is:
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x 2{sout,sin,dout,din}(k) =
X
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O(i,k)
Tek � Tsk

min(Ci , Fi )Pi ,

where Pi is the user-speci�ed parallelism of transfer i . �e sets Ax
are as in Equation 2.

4.3.2 Accounting for other competing load. A transfer may also
encounter competition from non-Globus activities, such as �le
transfers performed with other tools and storage activities per-
formed by other tasks. �e Globus log does not currently provide
any information that we could use to quantify this other competing
load. Figure 8 plots transfer rate versus relative external Globus
load measure for each transfer between four source-destination
pairs in the ESnet testbed on which there is no non-Globus external
load. We see a good relationship between external Globus load and
achieved transfer rate as opposed to Figure 3 in which the endpoint-
pairs’ storage is shared by other services such as supercomputers
that may apply considerable unknown load. We note there are still
anomalies and we a�ribute that to the fact that the relative external
load here uses only the rate of competing Globus transfers and does
not account for the impact of parallel TCP connections and GridFTP
instances. �us, we address the limitation of missing information
on non-Globus load by considering in our analyses only transfers
that achieve a high fraction of peak, under the hypothesis that these
transfers are unlikely to have su�ered from much other competing
load. Speci�cally, for each source-destination pair or edge, E, we
�rst determine the highest transfer rate achieved between the two
endpoints, Rmax (E), and then remove from our dataset transfers
that have a rate less than T .Rmax (E), where T is a load threshold,
set to 0.5 except where otherwise speci�ed.

�is approach is not ideal. It may also remove transfers that
perform badly because of, for example, transfer characteristics (e.g.,
small �les). However, we show in §5.5 that the accuracy of our
models improves with load threshold. We plan to extend Globus to
record information about competing activities (e.g., endpoint load)
and to use SNMP data to evaluate WAN conditions.

5 REGRESSION ANALYSIS
We use regression analysis to understand and explain the relation-
ship between the transfer rate and the independent variables (15
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4.3.1 Accounting for competing Globus transfers. �e perfor-
mance of a Globus transfer may be degraded by competing load
from other simultaneous Globus transfers that engage the same
source and/or destination endpoint. A simple approach would be
to use the rate of the competing transfers to quantify their impact
on a given transfer. But the rate alone does not su�ciently capture
the impact. For example, consider two transfers k1 and k2 with the
same characteristics and the same source and destination. Assume
that these two transfers happen at di�erent time periods when
the external load conditions are di�erent. Say the aggregate rate
of the competing transfers for both k1 and k2 is the same but the
aggregate TCP connections of the competing transfer for k1 are
di�erent from those of k2. �e impact of the competing transfers
for k1 is likely di�erent from the impact of the competing transfers
for k2. We need to consider the number of TCP connections for the
competing transfers as well.

As mentioned in §4.1, the total number of TCP connections for
a transfer is the product of its concurrency (C) and parallelism
(P). �us a transfer with C=4, P=4 has the same number of TCP
connections as one with C=16, P=1. However, the former has only 4
GridFTP server processes as opposed to 16 GridFTP server processes
in the la�er and thus likely has less impact than the la�er one.

Based on this argument, we classify the load from such com-
peting Globus transfers in terms of their equivalent (1) contend-
ing transfer rate, (2) GridFTP instance count, and (3) parallel TCP
streams, �ese quantities are aggregates: in each case we sum over
all competing transfers. We refer to equivalent loads in each case
because, as we will see, we scale the load due to a competing trans-
fer by the fraction of the time that it overlaps with the transfer with
which it competes.

�e Globus contending transfer rate for a transfer k at its
source (srck ) and destination (dstk ) endpoints (demonstrated in
Figure 7) is as follows:
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where Ax is the set of transfers (excluding k) with srck as source,
when x = sout; srck as destination, when x = sin; dstk as source,
when x = dout; and dstk as destination when x = din; and O(i,k)

is the overlap time for the two transfers:

O(i,k) = max (0, min(Tei , Tek ) �max(Tsi , Tsk )) .
�e GridFTP instance count on transfer k’s source and des-

tination endpoints (Gsrc andGdst , respectively) due to competing
transfers is represented as follows:

G

x 2{src,dst }(k) =
X
i 2Ax

O(i,k)
Tek � Tsk

min(Ci , Fi ),

where Ci is the user-speci�ed concurrency and Fi is the number of
�les transferred in the ith competing transfer, both from the Globus
log, and the set Ax contains all transfers except k that have srck
as their source or destination. �e min(Ci , Fi ) is because a transfer
with Fi < Ci can use only Fi GridFTP instances.

�e number of simultaneous parallel TCP streams, S(k), of the
competing transfers in each data �ow direction is:

S

x 2{sout,sin,dout,din}(k) =
X
i 2Ax

O(i,k)
Tek � Tsk

min(Ci , Fi )Pi ,

where Pi is the user-speci�ed parallelism of transfer i . �e sets Ax
are as in Equation 2.

4.3.2 Accounting for other competing load. A transfer may also
encounter competition from non-Globus activities, such as �le
transfers performed with other tools and storage activities per-
formed by other tasks. �e Globus log does not currently provide
any information that we could use to quantify this other competing
load. Figure 8 plots transfer rate versus relative external Globus
load measure for each transfer between four source-destination
pairs in the ESnet testbed on which there is no non-Globus external
load. We see a good relationship between external Globus load and
achieved transfer rate as opposed to Figure 3 in which the endpoint-
pairs’ storage is shared by other services such as supercomputers
that may apply considerable unknown load. We note there are still
anomalies and we a�ribute that to the fact that the relative external
load here uses only the rate of competing Globus transfers and does
not account for the impact of parallel TCP connections and GridFTP
instances. �us, we address the limitation of missing information
on non-Globus load by considering in our analyses only transfers
that achieve a high fraction of peak, under the hypothesis that these
transfers are unlikely to have su�ered from much other competing
load. Speci�cally, for each source-destination pair or edge, E, we
�rst determine the highest transfer rate achieved between the two
endpoints, Rmax (E), and then remove from our dataset transfers
that have a rate less than T .Rmax (E), where T is a load threshold,
set to 0.5 except where otherwise speci�ed.

�is approach is not ideal. It may also remove transfers that
perform badly because of, for example, transfer characteristics (e.g.,
small �les). However, we show in §5.5 that the accuracy of our
models improves with load threshold. We plan to extend Globus to
record information about competing activities (e.g., endpoint load)
and to use SNMP data to evaluate WAN conditions.

5 REGRESSION ANALYSIS
We use regression analysis to understand and explain the relation-
ship between the transfer rate and the independent variables (15



Circle size indicates the relative importance of features in the linear model, for each 
of 30 heavily used endpoint pairs. A red cross point means that feature was 
eliminated because of low variance.

Feature importance based on linear model



Circle size indicates the relative importance of features in the linear model, for each 
of 30 heavily used endpoint pairs. A red cross point means that feature was 
eliminated because of low variance.

Feature importance based on nonlinear model



Prediction
Linear versus nonlinear:

XGBoost[2]

[1] Murphy, K. P., Machine Learning: A Probabilistic Perspective,- chapter 14.4.3, pp. 492-493, The MIT Press, 2012 
[2] https://xgboost.readthedocs.io/en/latest/

Linear regression versus kernel ridge regression[1]



Conclude and Future work

 Gain insights into the behavior of wide area data transfers. 

 We derived features from Globus transfer log and studied their importance. 

 We tried to make prediction based on the features we derived.  

 Our models achieve good accuracy when there is less unknown load. 

 This work has been accepted by HPDC’17, more details are available in the paper.

 Unknown load coming from non-globus load is troublesome; 

 Can the cutting edge methods, like deep learning, help?


